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Résumé 
 

Mon stage a consisté en trois principales missions,  dont l’objective c’est améliorer 

l’efficience des outils et de processus,  déroulées dans le Lean Engineering Département. 

Deux des trois font partie de la gestion des défaillances (Defect Management) et la dernière 

se situe dans un projet appelé Design Control. 

La gestion des défaillances fait partie de la gestion de projet. Elle se concentre sur la gestion 

des défauts trouvés lors de phases de développement au sein d’un projet. Préparer les 

réunions pour examiner ces défauts et traiter les informations recueillies lors de ces 

réunions sont des tâches prenant du temps. Ma mission fut de créer un outil afin de faciliter 

la création des compte-rendu de réunions. 

Dans la gestion des défaillances, nous avons aussi trouvé des idées de réduction des coûts, 

c’est à dire des idées qui peuvent réduire les coûts du système. Aucun précédent n’existait 

concernant la gestion et la manière de travailler avec ces coûts. Ma tâche a consisté ici à 

collaborer pour développer une manière de travailler et créer les outils d’appui. 

Pour ma dernière mission, faisant partie de Design Control, il m’a fallu aider à différentes 

tâches, préparer le matériel pour la semaine Kaizen, participer à cette même semaine 

Kaizen etc…, être en contact avec des personnes de plusieurs départements et augmenter 

mes connaissances dans les interfaces complexes et les relations entre elles. 
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Gestion des défaillances (Defect Management) 

Les défaillances réelles 

Pendant le développement d'un nouveau projet, des défaillances sont apparues. Elles se 

manifestent sous forme d'irrégularités qui ne répondent pas aux besoins initiaux du 

système. Il était donc nécessaire de les contrôler et de les détecter. le responsable de la 

gestion des défaillances est le manager du projet.  

Assister le Directoire de Défaut, traiter les défauts et enregistrez le résultat en minute 

minutes sont des tâches fastidieuses et consommatrices de temps. 

Afin de l'améliorer, faciliter le travail et économiser du temps pour l'utilisateur, il fallait une 

solution smart qui utilise des outils et des processus automatisés. j'ai demandé la création 

de ces outils. 

Idées pour réduire les coûts 

La procédure de gestion des défaillances est aussi utilisée dans la gestion d'éventuelles 

idées qui peuvent mener à des concepts de sauvegarde et peut être devenir une part 

entière d'un projet 

Pour gérer la réduction des coûts,  une nouvelle façon d'organiser l'information et de 

détecter les évolutions devait être créée, avec un outil pour l'accompagner. 

La gestion des défaillances devait être adaptée pour ces nouvelles idées. 

 

Design Control 

Le contrôle du design applique une méthodologie formelle, pour conduire les activités de 

développement des produits. le but est de s'assurer que ces bonnes pratiques de qualité 

sont utilisées pour le design et s'accordent avec les exigences de la qualité 

Beaucoup de procédures et de Template existent déjà chez Philips Healthcare MR, mais il a 

fallu les raffiner. C’est la raison de l’existence d'un nouveau projet pour les revoir, analyser 

les besoins et les interfaces à travers les différents acteurs, en appliquant la méthodologie 

du contrôle du design. 

Le responsable de ce projet est le groupe Process&Tools rattaché au département du Lean 

Engineering. 

Mon rôle était de gérer quelques tâches dans ce projet.   
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Summary 
 

My internship consists of three principal assignments; the main goal has been improving the 

efficiency of tools and process within the Lean Engineering Department. 

Two of them are part of Defect Management, and the last one within a project called Design 

Controls. 

Defect Management is a part of project management, it is focus on manage the defects 

found during development phases in a project. Prepare the meeting to discuss them and 

process the information during the meeting are time consuming tasks, my assignment has 

been to create a tool to facilitate the creation of the meeting minutes. 

Also inside Defect Management we found the cost reduction ideas management, ideas that 

can reduce the cost of the system. No way of working existed about how to manage and 

work with them. My assignment has consisted in collaborating in developing a way of 

working and creating the tools to supporting it. 

The last assignment, part of Design Control, I have support in different tasks, preparing 

material for a kaizen week, supporting in the kaizen week, etc.; being in contact with people 

from many departments and knowing the complex interfaces and relations among them. 
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Introduction 
 

Philips Healthcare poses several business units. In the Business Innovation units “Advanced 

Diagnostic Imaging” inside the Imaging System group, we find the business unit Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI).  

This is a medical imaging technique used in radiology to visualize internal structures of the 

body in detail. 

 
Figure 1 - MR System 

 

Inside the R&D operations we can find the Lean Engineering department, recently created. 

It is composed by project managers, engineers, group leaders, etc. whose goals are: 

a) Ensure maximal effectiveness and efficiency of Cost Down (BOM) initiatives in the BU 

MRI R&D departments (change material, eliminate useless parts, change suppliers, 

etc.) 

b) Improve Processes and Tools: ensure maximal effectiveness, efficiency, quality and 

compliance of R&D output thru improved processes, procedures and tools. 

My assignment has two principal axes: Defect Management and Design Control, both of 

them develop inside the Lean Engineering Department. Defect Management is part of 

project management, and this project aim to reach the first goal, reduce BOM costs. On the 

contrary Design Control is a project consisting in improving procedures and process.  

The main part of my assignment is Defect Management, which represents 75% of the 

internship. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_imaging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiology
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Defect Management 

Real defects 

During the development of new projects some defects appear, defects are irregularities not 

matching with initial requirements than the system should meet. And it is necessary to 

control and track them. The responsible of defect management is the project manager. 

Assist Defect Management board, processing defects, and record outcome in meeting 

minutes are tedious and time-consuming tasks. 

So in order to improve it, facilitate the work and save time for the user, a smart solution was 

using some tools and automatized the process. I have asked for creating these tools. 

Cost reduction ideas 

Defect management procedure is used also for the management of new possible ideas that 

could lead to concept savings and eventually become part of a project. 

To manage the cost reduction ideas, a new way of organizing the information and tracking 

the evolution was needed to be created, with a tool to support this task. The Defect 

Management way of working would be adapted to manage these ideas. 

 

Design Control 

Design control applies a formal methodology to the conduct of product development 

activities. Purpose is to ensure that good quality assurances practices are used for the 

design and they are consistent with quality requirements. 

Many procedures and templates existed already in Philips Healthcare MR, but a necessity 

existed to make them leaner. That is the reason why a new project started with the goal to 

remake all of them, analyzing the needs and interfaces among the actors, applying design 

control methodology. 

The responsible of this project was Process&Tools group inside Lean Engineering 

Department. 

My role was supporting some tasks within this project. 
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Sustainable development 
 

Philips Healthcare strives to provide high quality healthcare devices, solutions, and services 

to his customers with optimal attention to profit, people and our planet. 

The company is dedicated to being a world-class sustainable development company by 

conducting our business in an environmentally and socially responsible manner.  

There are four basic principles: 

 Sustainable development: meeting the needs of the present generation without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

 Life Cycle Approach: taking into account the entire product chain from raw materials 

procurement to manufacturing, distribution, use, service and disposal. 

 Responsible Behavior: living up to the Philips Values, the Philips Brand promise and 

the Philips General Business Principles. 

 Stakeholder involvement: depending on and working with stakeholders inside and 

outside the company. 

 

Philips Healthcare is committed to continually improving his operations, products and 

services by: 

 Developing meaningful technology that optimizes healthcare delivery and meets 

society’s needs 

 Implementing practices that assure business integrity and accountability 

 Investing in our employees and ensuring their well-being at work 

 Creating products that consume lesser amounts of materials, energy, and contain 

recyclable substances 

 Preventing pollution, conserving resources and reducing the use of hazardous 

substances in our operations and products 

 Complying with relevant environmental legislation, regulations, voluntary standards 

and Philips requirements 
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From these actions six areas has been created: 

 

 

Figure 2 - Philips Green Focal Areas 
 

Improvements in this areas results in Green Products, which 

offer customers, users and society a significant environmental 

improvement on energy and material usage. The Philips Green 

logo identifies products that have a significantly better 

environmental performance than their predecessors. 

 

 

Regarding the Lean Engineering Department, it is easy to find the link with the sustainability 

Policy.  

To show some examples the main goal of this department is reduce costs in MR systems, so 

creating products that consume lesser amounts of materials and energy is a way of finding 

this savings. And many times these ideas are the triggers of new projects. These projects 

have to comply with the environmental standards and regulations and meet the customer 

requirements. 

Figure 3 – Philips Green Logo 
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Defect management 

Real Defects 

1. Context 

A project is a temporary effort with a defined beginning and end (usually time-constrained, 

and often constrained by funding or deliverables), undertaken to meet unique goals and 

objectives, typically to bring about beneficial change or added value. The temporary nature 

of projects stands in contrast with business as usual (or operations) which are repetitive, 

permanent, or semi-permanent functional activities to produce products or services. 

The challenge of project management is to achieve all of the project goals and objectives 

dealing with the constraints: scope, time, quality and budget. 

In Philips Healthcare to realize systems and components that facilitates efficient and 

effective product realization a standardized model is used. It is called Project Realization 

Process (PRP) it defines the project phases, milestones and deliverables of the Product 

Realization. 

The main milestones will be slightly explained to understand how a project is managed (see 
Figure 4): 

 Start Analysis: Pre project Phase 

 CS- Concept Starts: the idea becomes a real concept, a concept that can be the 

trigger of a new project (or part of an existing project) 

 CR- Concept Realizes: the concept has been completely accepted; feasibility and 

positive business case have been proved. The planning phase starts 

 PPC- Project Plan Commitment: the plan is accepted and development phase starts 

 RfV- Release for Verification: This milestone marks the start of the technical 

verification on system level. 

 EV- End of verification: the product can be submitted to the validation phase. 

Purpose of this phase is to validate the product according to the intended user 

requirements and to validate the production and customer service  

 RfLD: Realized for Limited Delivery: commercial delivery to first customers.  

 RfVD: Realized for Volume Delivery:  Marks the hand-over of the R&D project to 

Operations. Closure of the project  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_operations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scope_(project_management)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Budget
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Figure 4 - Project Realization Process (PRP) 

A project manager is the person responsible for accomplishing the stated project objectives. 

Within his roles we found defect management, which is the scope of this subject. 

 

What is a defect? 

During the development of a new project, some irregularities or issues appear on the 

product; these problems can be related to quality, regulations, cosmetic aspects, safety, 

etc., in shorter words everything that does not match with the initial requirements than the 

system has to meet. 

These system requirements have been established in the first steps in the project by the 

System Engineering Department, taking in account customer specifications (reporter by 

customer service and marketing) and regulatory rules. 

Depending the phase these defects have been discovered, they are considering like:  

 Engineering Issues (EI): Nonconformity of the component or product as observed 

which is not according the component’s or product’s requirements. Typically 

Engineering Issues are submitted after the developer has handed over his/her work 

for integration into component/subsystem level and before the verification level. 

 Product Defects (PD): Nonconformity of the product as observed which is not 

according the product’s intended use, product labeling or requirements. 

 Complaints: A report sent by Field Engineers to provide feedback to the business 

unit development and production centers. This feedback may contain structural and 

design problems with MR systems. 

 

 

 

http://mrdevwiki.best.ms.philips.com/mrwiki/index.php/Engineering_Issue
http://mrdevwiki.best.ms.philips.com/mrwiki/index.php/Product_Defect
http://mrdevwiki.best.ms.philips.com/mrwiki/index.php/Complaint
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Who managed these Defects? 

Two different Boards are constituted: CCB, Control Change Board how manages Engineering 

Issues; and DMB, Defect Management Board, how manage Product Defects. 

Control Change Board and Defect Management Board ensured Defects were managed in 

controlled manner. These boards should consist of members representing different 

departments: Quality & Regulatory, applications, marketing, customer service, development 

lead(s), technical lead, system verification and project manager. 

Usually the members of both boards are the same. And In the same meeting both EI and PD 

are discussed. 

They meet periodically to analyze all the defects and take decisions. Then decisions have to 

be updated in the defect management application. In this way engineering or the involved 

people receive the next instruction and how to proceed with it. 

Their main functions are to assure defects are managed in an organized and controlled 

manner, asses and evaluate them, and manage change activity from initial request through 

investigation, to approval for implementation, ensure that the solution is verified and 

defects is closed. 

 

What are the main actors in Defect Management? 

Submitter 

Submit the defect when discovered and provide details about it that help analyze and solve 

it. 

Investigator 

Analysis of the root cause when appropriate for the defect, analysis of possible side effects 

and their impact. 

Resolver 

Complete fix according to defect resolution. 
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2. Changing way of working in Defect Management 

Old way of working 

How was the progress monitored in defects found? 

Engineering Issues and Product Defects 

Both, Engineering Issues and Product Defect are managed with the same defect 

management application. 

A specific application is used to track these defects; it allows storing all the information and 

decisions related to them. Anyone who desires to see the current state of a particular 

nonconformity can easily access with the defect identification number and see all the 

history, and all the information about it. 

However, in this application, it was only possible to submit one kind of record type, Defects, 

regarding the MR Projects. Even they were Engineering Issues or Product Defects, they used 

the same record type, and specific bins were created to distinguish them. 

Processing both type of defects in this way had some disadvantages. 

Engineering issues are defects found before verifications activities, they are consider like 

normal defects which occur always in development phase and they can be solved by 

engineers, no formal documentation is required. 

On the contrary, Product defects require special attention; they are considered how real 

problems of the system, because the failure was produce after the verification phase, when 

everything was supposed to work properly. This defect required a risk assignment, 

regulatory reports, quality reports…  Consequently the way of managing Product Defects 

requires more accuracy. 

Considering them like a common record type, it means that they both had to be process 

filling the same mandatory fields. Many fields that can be useful for Product Defects would 

not be necessary for Engineering Issues and vice versa. So this way of manage the defects 

can be confuse and many times required an extra work filling useless fields. 

When a new project started new bins in the defect management application was created to 

submit and track all the defects related to that project. 
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Complaints 

Complaints are managed with other application, and they are not in the scope of this 

subject. However complaints, that are related to design or engineering problems, need to 

be solved by the development department in R&D, so are consider like Product Defects in a 

new project (even if they do not appear after the verification phase, the new project starts 

already with Product Defects that need to be solved). 

In this way a solution will be implemented in the current project, now considering them like 

Product Defects, they will be tracked with the same application than normal Engineers 

Issues and Product Defect (the application talked in the first lines of this section) and their 

record type will be as well Defect. Even they appear like Defects, always a reference to the 

complaint which they belong to has to appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New way of working 

How is the progress monitored in defects found now? 

Engineering Issues and Product Defects 

The same application is used. However now to be able to distinguish between Engineering 

Issues and Product Defects, two different record types can be chosen in this application 

when submitting defects in new projects in MR. 

Each record type has been adapted to the specific defect, including the adequate fields to 

fill, which have been conscientiously chosen. In this way, the quantity of fields for 

Defects (EI) Defects (PD) Defects (Complaints) 

Development Phase Verification Phase 
Project 

Bin 

APPLICATION 

Project Starts 
Record Type (Type of Defect) 

Figure 5 - Old way of working in Defect Management 
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EngineeringIssues (EI) Product Defects (PD) Product Defects (Complaints) 

Development Phase Verification Phase 
Project 

Bin 

APPLICATION 

Project Starts 

Engineering Issues is less than for Product Defects; since the way of managing Product 

Defects requires more accuracy. 

This change was started in my supervisor’s project. So he, like project manager, and person 

responsible of Defect Management, was able to adapt fields in each record type to include 

the information that he considered necessary. 

The entire old defects had to be forwarded from the old bins with the old record type 

“Defects” to correct record type in the new bin. 

Now an absolute distinction between them will allow managing in a separate way, 

facilitating and making easier to work. 

 

Complaints 

Like explained before, in the old way of working, complaints that are related to design or 

engineering problems, need to be solved by the development department in R&D, so are 

consider like Product Defects in a new project.  

With the distinction between both record types, complaints are not any more “Defects”, 

they become “Product Defects” in the application. 

 

 

Figure 6 - New way of working in Defect Management 
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3. Difficulties in Defect Management 

When a CCB or DMB meeting takes place, one member of the board should chair the 

meeting, in my case, the project manager. 

The chair has to prepare the meeting including the meeting minutes. This activity is time 

consuming, long and tedious. 

Preparing the meeting requires three steps: 

 Before the meeting 

The information about all the EI and/or PD, to be discussed in the next meeting, has to be 

extracted from the application, in order to create an overview.  

The user make a query to choose what information, projects, record type… and all the 

conditions he would like to include. The overview with all the defects is showed in the 

application. 

This application let to export the information in an Excel sheet, or a text file. Once the 

document has been created, you have to perform some actions to create a workable 

overview. 

 During the meeting 

The chair of the meeting or the scribe should write down all the decisions taken regarding 

each defect: resolve it, more analysis, concrete questions to be answered, who is 

concerned, etc. He will use the overview document created before the meeting to record 

this. 

To see in detail each defect shown in the document, the defect management application will 

be used to open the individual information about each defect. 

 After the meeting 

All the information and decision have to be processed in the application. In this way the 

defect is updated and people involved with the new action to take place will receive a 

notification about how to proceed. 

For PD this overview document needs to be archived as a formal project document. 
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4. Facing the problem 

A project manager has many different tasks and this kind of actions does not have an added 

value to his work. Improve this process, doing something to save time, would be 

appreciated and useful. 

We analyzed the three steps, to do a brainstorming to propose what solution could be 

implemented in each one. 

 Before the meeting 

Creating a tool to get a finished overview for the meeting through pressing a button. 

In this way, the user does not need to access to the application, run the query, export 

document and change the lay out. 

All the actions will be done with the help of macros and visual basic algorithms. 

 During the meeting 

The chair or scribe has to fill the minutes and write down the information.  

However in all defects always the same fields have to be completed: action to take place, 

person involved, comments, etc. So adding to the minutes some columns with list will let to 

the user to choose between several options already saved. So he does not need to write all 

the time the information, by clicking in the cell he will be able to choose between all 

possible actions. 

With the improvement in the meeting minutes, including extra columns with list to fill in, 

the time necessary to write down all the information decreases. 

 After the meeting 

The only way to include, the discussed actions during the meeting, in the application, is 

manually. Consequently improvements are not available for this step. 

However like meeting minutes now will be more structured, distinguishing between actions, 

person, etc. it is easy to find the desire information in the minutes and process it in the 

application. 

I was asked to implement and built the tools to carry on these improvements. 
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5. Solution 

To define what solution, a logical analysis was carried on. This analysis would discover the 

needs, actor and the requirements and once the situation is clear, taking a decision, would 

be much easier. 

Before starting this analysis a study about the defect management application and 

procedures for Engineering Issues and Product Defects, to understand the context and the 

interaction between them and the desired tool, was realized. 

To make the tool, it was important to know the different actions and states available for the 

defects in the application and which of them will be applicable regarding the procedures. 

Since the information which will be included in the lists in the columns (columns to be filled 

during meeting) is related to the possible actions in the defect management application. 

So I created a simplify version of a flow diagram (Figure 7), taking in account the states 

which will be used in a normal MR project. No we distinguish between record type, 

Engineering Issues and Product Defect. It is useful to remark that in this figure we can see 

clearly that the complexity for PD management is higher than for EI. 

To give an example, a list incrusted in a future column called “action to take” will include 

different actions in function of the state of the defect. If the state is accepted in EI, after 

previous evaluation the possible actions and end state will be: accept, accepted; reject; 

rejected (closed); assign, assigned. 

Thanks to this analysis we can understand perfectly how the flow is and have more clarity 

about the context and requirements of the tool.  

Regarding the goal of this tool; improve the preparation of the defect management boards 

meetings; we need to know what defects the board is interested on, depending on their 

state.   

According to the defect management board’s role, regarding the cross functional flow 

diagram, the board realizes an assessment on defects (EI and PD) whose state is equal to 

submitted or investigated.  
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Figure 7 - EI and PD flow 

 

 

Also it was important to know: 

 Information that should be shown in the overview during the meeting, this would 

determine the fields to extract from the defect management application with the 

query. 

 

 Information that should be filled in during the meeting depending of the record type. 

This would constitute the columns to include in the minutes  
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This information are establish by the responsible, the project manager, he determines what 

the fields to be filled are, and what kind of information he would like to see in oder to the 

board will be able to take decisions. 

Now we were able to start the analysis to define how the tool should be, this analysis was 

done following the steps shown in the next figure: 

 
Figure 8 - Analysis of needs 

 

1- Select Tool 

To implement the improvements, the first step was to choose the software to create the 

tool.  

I thought the most adequate solution will be creating macros with Excel. 

The user will open this Excel document and pressing a button link to the macro, the process 

will start. 
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Advantages of Excel 

Training, installation and purchasing: not required since already used, and known to the 

users and organization 

Visual Basic: easy language. 

Option recording macros: very handy to change the lay out. 

Macros let to call external files and executable program. 

 

2- Define users - What people will use this tool? 

I Identified the actors are going to use it. 

The potential users are users related to Management Boards: 

 Any member of the Defect Management Board or Control Change Board. 

 Chair or scribe of the meeting, responsible to create the meeting minutes 

 Person maintaining the tool 

 

 

3- Functions to include & Requirements  

Defining what the purpose of the tool was a key to know the needs of it. 

Knowing the actors, we could see what his goal is when he is going to use this tool. 

 A board member 

He could use it to get an overview of all the defects that should be discuss during next 

meeting. 

Nonetheless he can access directly to the application, run a query and get a list with all the 

defects. And clicking on one of the defects he would get the complete document about that 

defect. On the contrary using an overview get with the expected Excel tool, do not have an 

added value, because you will get too a list with all the defects, but no the complete 

document for each defect. 

Thus it seemed more logical, from members’ point of view, to use directly the defect 

management application. This tool would not be used. 
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With this reasoning, we saw that to facilitate members’ work and avoid each member had 

to create his own queries, we could create queries to extract defects depending on the 

record type, state, project, etc. All queries which could be useful for any member respecting 

the lay out used in the overview.  

Then they could open the application, import query and run it. 

 Chair or scribe of the meeting 

He will use the tool to get the meeting minutes (a list with all the defects to be process). 

So for him, the goal will be getting an overview including the columns to fill in during the 

meeting. 

Then, to support the list he will use the defect management application to go into each 

defect. 

In short, he will run the query and he will work in parallel during the meeting with the 

minutes and the application. So having the defects sorted in the same way, both in the 

overview list and in list from the query, is an important requirement to take in account. 

After the meeting, the meeting minutes should be archived. For PD will be mandatory, since 

they required recorded proofs due to the regulatory aspects, for EI will be optional. 

 Person maintaining the tool 

It had to be possible to maintain the tool, updating, changing, and adding lines in the scripts. 

So another requirement should be easily adaptable. 

 

4- Available Resources – Existing Scripts 

Some codes to extract information from the Defect Management application already 

existed. However they would need to be modified to adapt to the new situation (two 

different records types) and include the queries on them, to select what information we 

want to show.  

And then they should be link to the macros which will be created. 

These scripts generate outputs, this output is the result of extracting the information with 

this Visual Basic script that calls the defect management application, run a query and save 

the information in an Excel file. 
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5- Structure of the tool 

Several macros will be created.  

Always a main macro will call sub macros. Each macro would have a specific function: Excel 

sheet lay-out, call external files, insert columns, insert lists, create new document, etc. 

Two record types exit, each type would be included in an independent Excel worksheet, 

always in the same Excel file, when both will be discuss in the same meeting. In this way we 

have a common file, but we keep an independent lay out and different fields to fill in for 

every record type. 

 

6- User interface 

Define buttons necessary to be able to achieve the goal of the Tool. 

The user will be able to generate the minutes for only PD, for EI or both of them. In all the 

cases, the tool, will ask the user to chosen among several output files (shown by the tool) 

already saved in a folder. Three buttons will be included. 

To generate that outputs of the application, other two buttons will be included, one for PD 

and other for EI. 

Hereby an overview of the interface is shown:  

 

 
 

Figure 9 - Defect Management Tool overview 
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7- Tool construction 

The last step is the realization of the tool, once the initial model is clear.  All the macros 

were created and the scripts updated. 

Also two Word document were created. First one, to be used by a normal user, explains 

how to use the Excel sheet and get the meeting minutes. The second one, how to maintain, 

to update or modify when required all the macros and scripts. 

Both documents have been included in the Annex 1 “Normal Project”, since it is very useful 

for further details and to understand the logical structure of the entire tool, and the 

interaction with the macros, scripts and outputs.  

The final output of the tool, like explained before, it is an Excel file, with several worksheets. 

The core of the meeting minutes is constituted by two worksheets; one for EI (see Figure 10) 

and another one for PD (see Figure 11): 

 

 
Figure10 - EI worksheet overview in meeting minutes 

 

 

 

Figure11 - PD worksheet in meeting minutes 
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We can compare with the overview get directly with the defect management application: 

 

  

Figure 12 - Overview get with defect management application 
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6. Conclusion 

This new tool has decreased the time dedicated to the meeting. Over all, time to prepare 

the meeting minutes, since in one minute it is possible to get the meeting minutes for the 

next minutes, including the latest version, correct lay out and ready to be used in the 

meeting, not needing to change or modifying anything. Now this time saved can be 

dedicated to do another task that really has an added value to the project. 

However like the new way of working has just been implemented, using two different 

record types, instead of only one, some issues appear.  

The fields chosen to be filled in the application that then should be extracted with the tool, 

changed quite often in the beginning of the development of this tool. Consequently it was 

necessary to update and modify the scripts and queries. Not too much time was needed to 

update it, thanks to the fact the tool has been designed to be easily modifiable. 
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New cost reduction ideas 

1. Context  
 
What is a cost reduction idea? 

A cost reduction idea is a possible improvement in the product that will reduce the costs 

and if it is feasible and the business case is positive can became part of a project in order to 

implement it. 

The group, charge of carry these ideas, is called Productivity and it is part of Lean 

Engineering Department. 

Actually a real way of managing these ideas does not exit. Since one of the goals of the new 

Lean Engineering Department is Ensure maximal effectiveness and efficiency of Cost Down 

(BOM) initiatives, the need to create a way of working to manage this possible cost 

reduction opportunities has appeared. 

 

How will cost reduction ideas be managed? 

The idea is that a specific board meets normally one per week. It is constituted with 

members of the Lean Engineering Department; they take decisions related to these ideas, if 

they need more analysis to know the business case, if more studies about feasibility are 

necessary, if the ideas are ready to be part of a current project or a future one, etc. Always 

under the premise, to reject ideas not reaching department goal: reduce BOM costs. 

 

Who will be able to submit these ideas? 

Anyone in the MR organization (having a defect management application account)are able 

to submit the ideas; development engineers, supply chain engineers, buyers, etc.  

 

  

2. Facing the problem 

There was no way to manage cost reduction ideas. Within this assignment we create the 

way of working and created an overview and flow to visualize this way of working. We also 

required tool to create an overview of a cost reduction ideas and an overview to use to 

assess and process the new ideas submitted. 
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3. Defining way of working 

The new way of working is based in three main points: 

1) Stages 

2) Define actions and Adapt to defect Management Application 

3) Maturity level 

 

1) Stages 

To decide about cost reduction ideas is necessary to know if the business case is good and if 

it is feasible. If both are positives the concept saving is ready to be implemented if the board 

agree. 

So the idea is introduce three different stages: idea, focus on get a general idea about the 

concept saving and business opportunities; concept, focus on feasibility studies; realization, 

implementation of the idea. 

The two first bins will constitute a filter, where the possible ideas are evaluated and then a 

decision is taken is took whether about if they could be part of one of the existing projects, 

parked them to future projects or simply reject them.  In this way the possible ideas are 

separate from the real project. And only strong and feasible ideas will be resolved in a 

future reach the project. 

The first stage, ideas, more abstract and not accurate notions, does not require any 

feasibility or development activity, only investigation to know more details about the 

business case. 

The second, the concept stage, is focused at the feasibility of the idea submitted. Feasibility 

studies involved resources, budget and time. 

The third, the realization stage, is aimed at the development of the idea submitted. The idea will 

be included in a normal project bin or a future project bin, here it is supposed to be ready to 

be realized and implemented in the system, and it becomes part of the assigned project. 

Thus we can find three differential stages the idea should pass through to become a real 

point in a project (see Figure 13): 
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Structure

Idea Concept Realization
Bi

ns

productivity 
funnel Future

Project

Current 
Project

productivity 
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Trash Trash

Reject Reject

Trash

Reject

 

Figure 13 - Bin Structure of New ideas way of working 

The idea can be rejected in any moment along the process. 

 

 

2) Define actions and Adapt to defect Management 

Application 

 

Define actions 

The main idea is the only bin is able to carry through the ideas and implement them will be 

the last one, a real project. The first two bins will be used to compile information in order to 

know if the idea is feasible and the business case is positive.  

The board members will decide if an idea in the first funnel can became a concept (next bin) 

or it needs further investigation to be able to take a decision, but never will be resolved or 

implemented here (See Figure 14). 

Feasibilities are performed here, which require development involvement, resources and 

budget. Covers project milestones CR and CS. If it is ready to pass to the next step, again the 

board members will decide if forwarded to a current project or still investigation for more 

details is needed. And as in the previous bin, it is not possible to implement and realize it 

here (See Figure 15). 

Once the idea has passed through both stages, it is enough mature and agreed to be part of 

a project, it is ready to start with the implementation on the system.  
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Figure 14 - Idea bin flow (cost reduction idea management) 
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Figure 15 - Concept bin flow (cost reduction ideas management) 

 

In that case the idea becomes part of a real project (or future real project), and it will follow 

the normal defect management flow (see 7 in Defect Management part). 
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Adapt it to defect management application 

These ideas will be monitored with the defect management application, adapting the 

possibilities of the application to this special task.  Specific bin will be created for each stage, 

it will be possible to track the maturity and evolution of the ideas and register all the 

progress done, from the beginning until its realization and implementation.  

The record type chosen for the two funnel will be Engineering Issues (EI), since the flow is 

simpler than the Product Defect flow and it does not require the administration of choices 

made. Between the different bins the ideas will be forwarded, since they have the same 

record type, EI.  

Like explained in the previous paragraph “way of working” the actions used in the defect 

management application which are going to be considered for the two first funnels are: 

submit, accept for further investigation, reject and of course forward, if it is ready to 

promote to the next step. 

Like in real defect management some fields in the application can be selected to include 

useful information that the board or the project manager want to know. In the same way for 

the saving idea management some fields will be selected too to fill with information about 

what parts of the system are affected, type of system, etc. However the board wanted to 

have specific information about business opportunities, cost saving, impact, etc., a lot of 

fields would be required and the quantity is limited. 

 To solve this issue the best solution to include all this information was to create a template 

that should be filled in the application. The template can be filled during submit or analyze 

action or both. For submit action the template will be put in a field usually dedicated to 

write explanation about the idea, on the contrary for analyze action will be put in a field 

dedicated to write the analysis done. In this way, instead of overwriting we are able to keep 

both templates. 

In order to get a general overview about all the ideas, like happened with defect 

management, the user could export the information, choosing the fields he would like to 

show and get a list organized in columns (each column one field). A normal field can be 

exported with the application, but for the chosen fields for the template, as free text format 

the entire template will be extracted together and put in a cell, not being able to distinguish 

directly the different parts of it and separate in columns like it happened with normal fields. 

A new problem has just appeared, to get a useful overview a tool to extract information 

from that template and be able to put the information in columns should be created. And 

also the tool should choose the updated version of the template, when both submit and 

analyze template has been filled. This point will be discussed further. 
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3) Maturity level 

 

The maturity level scale, is already used in the organization, it starts from level 0 to level 5. It 

is used by different departments to know in what point a cost reduction idea is depending 

on the documents and evidences available which prove the maturity and viability of the 

project. These documents are business case, feasibility and reliability reports, project plan, 

etc.  

Maturity level is also used to determine the contribution of the idea to the overall cost 

down with a stage. Maturity level (%) weights the savings of the cost reduction idea.  

These levels are: 

L0- Opportunity: Initial cost reduction idea 

L1- Idea: more clarity and more details 

L2- Feasibility: complete business case and feasibility reports 

L3- Planned: definitive business case and planning about how to resolve 

L4- In execution: implementation on the system   

L5- Executed: already implemented 

 

Also to have more clarity about the phase we are within a project, a reference to milestones 

will appear to indicate in what point of the project the idea is. The process who defines the 

phases in a project is PRP (Project Realization Process), already explained in Context in 

Defect Management part.  

As stated this level scale and the milestone should be linked in some way to the new way of 

working in cost reduction ideas. 

To indicate the relations and get an overview this diagram has been created (see Figure 16).  

We observe in level 2 the idea becomes a concept, the analysis starts by making more 

accurate business case and feasibility reports. As the same time more information is being 

provided, the project moves forwards and the concept becomes more and more mature, 

until concept Realize milestone (CR) where the concept is accepted, and the realization 

phase begins, starting with planning phase, equivalent to level 3 in maturity scale. Within 

the realization step, both levels and project phases go ahead until reaching a validated 

implementation. 
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Figure 16 - Maturity level and PRP phases 

 

Now a new way of working has been defined. We can see a picture representing it, which includes all 

the solutions chosen and presenting a complete overview to understand how this new proposition 

works (see Figure 17): 
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Productivity way of working
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Figure 17 - Productivity way of working 
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4. Support tool 

While defining the new way of working, we have seen a new problem has appeared and it 

needs to be resolved: create a tool to extract and classify the information from the template 

filled in defect management application. 

To find the best solution, an analysis was done following the same steps shown in , in Defect 

management part, but now with the results for this case.  

 

Figure 18 - Analysis realized 

 

1- Select Tool 

In this case create macros with Excel is considered the best option since we would like to obtain 

an overview organized in columns and rows,  and it is already used in the organization so it 
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does not need to be purchased, installed and trained and it is the most suitable tool for the 

desired lay out. 

The user will open this Excel file and pressing a button link to the macro, the process will start. 

 

2- Define users - What people will use this tool? 

I Identified the actors are going to use it. 

The potential users are users related to Management Boards, since the aim of this tool is 

support to the Board on taking decision related to the ideas: 

 Any member of the Board. 

 Chair or scribe of the meeting, responsible to create the meeting minutes 

 Person maintaining the tool 

 

 

3- Functions to include & Requirements  

Knowing the actors, we could see what his goal is when he is going to use this tool. 

 A board member 

He could use it to get an overview of all the ideas that should be discuss during next meeting. 

The overview has to include all the information available in the templates. He could also use it 

the get an overview of the status of all ideas and apply a filter to get a more detailed overview. 

The user will check each idea if necessary directly in the application, to know more details. 

Therefore providing a group of queries for the user, to run them in the application, (respecting 

the same order than the overview) could be also a good supporting tool. 

 Chair or scribe of the meeting, responsible to create the meeting minutes 

The board will take decisions over these ideas, and in the same way it happened in defect 

management, meeting minutes need to be prepared and then filled during the meeting.  

Here we find exactly the same problem than the first topic describe in this rapport, we should 

facilitate the task to the responsible of the meeting by helping and supporting him.   
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So for the chair, the goal will be getting an overview including the columns to fill in during the 

meeting. 

 

 Maintainer of the tool 

 

Maintaining the tool, updating, changing, and adding lines in the scripts. So another 

requirement should be easily adaptable. 

 

 

4- Available Resources – Defect Management Tool 

 

To create the meeting minutes we can use the same scripts created in the defect management 

tool. 

Only it will be required to adapt the fields to extract from the application and what are the bins 

involved. 

This case will be simpler, since here only one record type available, Engineering Issues, so the 

tool does not need to offer the possibility to choose what record type we would like to show. 

 

5- Structure of the tool 

 

Two main parts will been distinguished.   

 

First one, create meeting minutes. It will be resolved, as stated, with the existing tool. 

Second one; extract parts from the templates to get a complete overview containing all the 

information. 

The goal is create a script which can select the information from the template and place it in 

the correct column in a list. In this way it is easy to compare different ideas. Besides since the 

template comes from the description or analysis field, depending in the state has been filled, 

our tool has to choose the newest version. 

Several macros will be created. Always a main macro will call sub macros. Each macro would 

have a specific function: Excel sheet lay-out, call external files, insert columns, create new 

document, and of course the macro to extract the information. 
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6- User interface 

Define number of buttons necessary to be able to achieve the goal of the Tool. 

The user will generate the minutes, once pushed the button, the tool will ask what output he 

would like to use like input for the meeting, and then a new Excel sheet will appear. 

To generate those outputs, another button will be included, this output is an Excel document 

containing the information extracted from the application and the name of the document is the 

date of creation of that output. 

Hereby an overview of the interface is shown:  

 
Figure 19 - Cost reduction ideas tool 

 

7- Tool construction 

The last step is the realization of the tool, once the initial model is clear.  All the macros were 

created and the scripts updated. 

More details about these macros can be found in the Annex 2 "cost reduction ideas” 

It is interesting to provide a short explanation about the main macro in this tool, macro for 

getting the information from templates. 

Firstly the structure of the template was selected: 

<Type of saving [BOM/Ops./Service]> 

<Labor investment needed [FTE]> 

<Material,NRE,Tooling investment> 

<Penetration [%]> … 
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The symbol <> allows the macro to recognized the beginning and end of a headline.  

In the next picture (Figure 20) we can see an example of the definitive list obtained. All the last 
small columns correspond to the information extracted. 

 

 
 

Figure 20 - Worksheet cost reduction ideas overview 
 

For the creation of the meeting minutes, the tool also will extract the information from the 
template beside the columns and lists to fill during the meeting (Figure 21). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 21 -Worksheet cost reduction ideas meeting minutes 
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5. Conclusion 

To implement a new way of working in an organization is not easy. Many people have to get 

used to it, adapt to the new “rules” and incorporate them to their routine. 

In this case, we have been able to notice people do not know to what funnel they should 

submit the new ideas. Instead of submit them in the first one; they use the second bin or even a 

real project. Then it is necessary to forward them to the correct bin. 

Many people do not fill in the template, they only write an explanation, in the same way they 

did before. Then it is necessary to assign the idea again to him to complete the template, 

because if not the idea cannot be considered. 

The last evidence is this new way of working can be a bit confused. The fact the idea cannot be 

resolved and implement until it arrives to the last step, a real project, seems easy. However the 

problem comes when the correspondence with the states and action in the defect management 

application is done.  

When you are in the idea or concept stage, and the board would like to implement it, among 

the actions available to proceed in the defect management application, we found “assign” in 

order to someone resolves it. Thus automatically people are prone to choose this action, 

instead of forwarding firstly to the next step and respect the new way of working. 

All these problems found can be considered like normal, and it does not mean this new 

management of ideas is not offering good results. Time will be needed, after a while, we could 

see if this way of working provides the expected results which improve cost reduction ideas 

management. 

These problems need to be handled by the board and only by applying the explained rules of 

the game and explaining them over and over; users will get use to them. 
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Design Controls  
 

1. Context 
 

To assure and guarantee a correct way of working and reach the corporate principles  and the 

quality standards, a set of procedures exit in every orgnization. They stablish rules and 

commands that show how things have to be done. 

Normally to support procedures, templates, handle books and other documents are used. And 

procedures call them and determine when and how have to be used and who the actors are. 

In the R&D department, the procedures are related to the Product Realization Process, affect to 

all the task necessary in all the phases of the projects: hardware, software, component 

verification, system verification and validation, transfer to factory, etc. 

 

2. Difficulties 
 

In a R&D department, these procedures affect overall to the engineers ‘ work. Engineers have a 

technic profile and their task should be orientanted to develop technical tasks. However 

procedures require mandatory actions, many times, admintstratives task, filling templates, 

regulatory aspects that are far away from the real engineering work. 

This is the main reason engineers do not like procedures, for themselves do not represent a 

added value to their technical work, on the contrary respect procedures requires invest a lot 

time in other tasks. 

More procedures and template are present in the organization more mandatory work and less 

freedom. So reduce number of procedures and templates seems logical, only work affected by 

regulatory and quality requirments should be included in a procedure, for other tasks a “way of 

working” document that guide the user how tu do it should be a better option. With this kind of 

documents, mandatory work and the resulting proofs are not required. 
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3. Solution 
 

Design control applies a formal methodology to the conduct of product development activities. 

Purpose is to ensure that good quality assurances practices are used for the design and they are 

consistent with quality requirements. 

 
 

Figure 22 - Design Control flow 

 

Design Control requires (Figure 22): 

 Establishment of an intended use and design inputs 

 A design plan 

 Periodic design reviews throughout the design process 

 Confirmation that the design outputs conform to the design inputs through: 

 Design verification ("did we design the device right?") 

 Design validation ("did we design the right device?") 

 Translation of the design into manufacturable specifications 

 Clear documentation of the entire process in a design history file or DHF. 

 

Design Controls is a R&D Lean Engineering initiative, concretely the Process&Tools group. It will 

implement a Lean set of procedures and templates in MRI Quality Management System  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_history_file
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adhering to Design Controls Principles based on engineering best practices for Product 

development seeking stronger compliance with quality and regulatory standards. 

This project aims to reduce the waste in MRI Quality Management System, increase efficiency & 

effectiveness and ensure process compliance for engineering activities.  

The success criteria of Lean Design Controls include: 

 Simplification of Product Realization Procedure in alignment with Design Control 

Engineering practices 

 50% reduction of items in MR Product Realization Process part of Quality Management 

System  

 50% reduction of process generated elements of MR-Design History File  

This is a long project to develop during several months. I could join the beginning and first steps 

of the project; my role was offering support and overall it has allowed me to learn a lot about a 

big organization. 

 

Development of the solution 

An initial planning was created including all the activities which will allow reaching the final 

objective, implementing the new procedures and templates in the R&D department.  

The four main tasks were: 

 Analysis and preparation for work-out session: define process owners, management, 

stakeholders, study existing Design Control in other business units, draft template of 

procedures. 

 Kaizen week: work-out session to train people from all affected departments in Design 

Control methodology, brainstorming to know group needs, documents and the 

interfaces among the actors. 

 Deployment Design Controls: define procedures and templates 

 Restructuring and consolidating changes in Quality Management System 
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Assignments 

My role within this project has been related to the two first tasks. 

 Analysis and preparation for work-out session 

In this part I work with another college in Process&Tools group. 

I have checked all the Quality Managements systems in other business units in Philips to know 

the way they organize procedure, what kind of task are considered like procedures or a simple 

way of working. 

Thanks to this analysis, weakness and strengths of each one were established, this information 

was useful to use during the work-out session to provide different possibilities of working and 

guide people. 

Also we have define a draft template for procedures by studying what kind of information has 

to appear in procedures, putting away all the useless parts included in the current procedures, 

comparing with other business units examples… So we propose a template which then was 

used like a kickoff to define the definitive one. 

 

 Kaizen week 

Kaizen Japanese word for "improvement", or "change for the better" refers to philosophy or 

practices that focus upon continuous improvement of processes in manufacturing, engineering, 

and business management. 

The goals of this Kaizen are: 

 Understanding interpretation of design controls in relation to Product Realization 

Process by trainings on Design Controls principles. 

 Analysis of design control using function based approach of activities and deliverables in 

all the phases during a project. Functions included R&D System Engineering, Component 

Engineering, Program Management, System Configuration Management, Operations, 

Supplier Management, Clinical Applications and Customer Support. Mapping of analysis 

using Design Controls approach. 

 Interaction among activities, deliverables and functions (see Figure 23) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement
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 Clear agreement on procedures & templates and how to implement based on a defined 

list of procedures & templates. 

 

I joined this week, assisting to the training sessions and being part of one of the groups, 

Component Engineering. 

 

 
 

Figure 23 - Interaction among functions, activities and deliverables 

 

The most valuable thing is I could meet people from many departments and I could check the 

complexity of a big company.  

After this week, using the results shown in Figure 23, we have create a process matrix, including 

all the process and deliverables and showing  the inputs necessary to realize them and the 

outputs, it means the documents or process that will use that document or process. In the 

following image a fragment of this matrix, which has more than 150 rows and columns, is 

shown (Figure 24) 

 

 
 

 

https://share-intra.philips.com/sites/STS20130418124502/Lean Design Controls Kaizen week 24th to 28th June/IMG_0195.JPG
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Figure 24 - Process Matrix 
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4. Conclusion 

 

Many tries has been taken place in this R&D organization, due to the complexity and the work 

needed always has failed. This time the initiative instead of coming from the 

Quality&Regulatory department came from Lean Engineering department. This time the project 

aims to know the real needs of engineers to get the best engineering practices, always with the 

supervision of Quality&Regulatory department. 

A big effort has been invested from the Prcess&Tools group to organize the Kaizen week and to 

manage and control the project, but also from all the engineers and people involved, who have 

to work together to define requirements, process, procedures and templates. 

People involved come from different departments, so meeting then represents a difficult task. 

Another inconvenient is the time they spend in this project, it is time they are not using to 

develop their real jobs, so in some cases is difficult to motivate them to work on it, they have to 

be convinced that better procedures will affect and improve their jobs and their groups’ jobs. 

Still a lot of work will be necessary to get the work done, and to implement the results in the 

organization. However the first steps are being very positives in spite of the level of difficulty of 

the project. 
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ANNEX 1 “Normal Project” 
 

Maintaining 

P:\<Current Project>\Defect management 

Two folders and one Excel File are available. 

 

  

All the meeting minutes should be saved in this folder.  

They have to be saved manually by the user, once completed after the meeting. 

  

This folder contains several files related to defect management application, we can find three 

subfolders: 

 

All necessary queries for current project 

To modify the Queries or add new ones: using the client version of the application you are able to 
import and export queries. 

 

All the outputs generated form the Excel file “Create meeting minutes” are stored in this address.  

They are Excel files, and they should not be used directly by the user like an overview. Since the lay-out 

is not changed.  

The purpose of this documents is to be the input for create the meeting minutes. 

 

Here all the scripts and text files used to extract the information from ClearQuest are included. Two 

different folders have been created to distinguish between Product Defects and Engineering Issues. 

Their content and documents are exactly the same, the only difference are the address and the record 

type chosen in the scripts.  
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 All the files and scripts in this folder “Tool” do not need to be executed directly by the user; the 

Excel file “Create meeting minutes” will call them. 

 Take care when modifying some document names! Then you should update the new address in 

all the scripts. 

 

This text file lists the names of the projects to include in the overview. It constitutes an input for script-
v2. Each project has to appear in a new line and with exactly the same name than related application’s 
bin. In this case only current project bin has been included. 
 

 

This script extracts the information from ClearQuest, by using the projects.txt file as input (used to 

create the query) and the folders “ToolEI” or “ToolPD” as output. 

It is possible to change the fields extracted from ClearQuest and the query used  

It is mandatory to write exactly the fields names in the same way as they appear in ClearQuest. 

 

Windows command script to execute the scrip-v2.vbs 

  

This Excel Sheet contains 4 worksheets: 

 

1. Participants: to register people present during the meeting if necessary. 

2. Start: include all buttons that the user can manipulate. 

3. Action_EI: possible actions, states and priority assignments for EI. The goal of this worksheet is 

to create list with the macros, which will make easier the user’s task. 

4. Action_PD: possible actions, states and probability and impact assignments for EI. The goal of 

this worksheet is to create list with the macros, which will make easier the user’s task. 

 

Action_EI and Action_PD , contains all the range names that can be modified or updated in Formulas-

Data Manager at the top of the Excel window. These names will be used in the lists. 
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In “Start” worksheet the user can choose between 5 options.  

1. Generate output EI for the current date 

Assigned Macros:  Generate_output_EI  

It is a call to the script CreateCQDump.cmd. An Excel sheet is saved in the folder “Output” including the 

current date in the name.  

If the addresses of the command scripts changes, you should update in these macro’s the new 

addressees. 

 

2. Generate output PD for the current date 

Assigned Macros:  Generate_output_PD 

Exactly the same action than action 1, but for PD. 

 

3. Generate minutes to fill, EI+PD 

Assigned Macro :  Minutes_Global 

All the macros related to both, EI and PD, are called. In order to import files, edit format, sort and insert 

columns. 

A new Excel file is created, it will contain 5 worksheets: EI_<date of selected EI output file>, PD_ <date of 

selected EI output file> and the other three are copy from the original file “Create meeting minutes”:  

Participants, Action_EI and Action_PD. 

 

4. Generate minutes to fill, only EI 

Assigned Macro: Minutes_only_EI 

All the macros related to only EI, are called. In order to import files, edit format, sort and insert columns. 

A new Excel file is created, it will contain 3 worksheets: EI_<date of selected EI output file>  and the 

other two are a copy from the original file “Create meeting minutes”:  Participants, Action_EI. 

 

5. Generate minutes to fill, only PD 

Assigned Macro: Minutes_only_PD 
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All the macros related to only PD, are called. In order to import files, edit format, sort and insert 

columns. 

A new Excel file is created, it will contain 3 worksheets: PD_<date of selected PD output file> and the 

other two are a copy from the original file “Create meeting minutes”:  Participants, Action_PD. 

Other macros 

There are a group of macros called from the 3 last macros. The ones starting with EI are called from 

Minutes_Global and Minutes_only_EI and the ones starting with PD from Minutes_Global and 

Minutes_only_PD.  

The rest are called from all of them: Minutes_Global, Minutes_only_EI and Minutes_only_PD. 

EI_ImportFile and PD_ImportFile 

Used to import the excel sheet saved in the folder “OutPutEI” or “OutPurPD”. To change the address 

update in the upper line in this macro:  

Const InputFolder = address text  

EI_format and PD_format 

It introduces columns in the workbook to be filled during the meeting.  

To change number of columns to add, rewrite the variable in the top of the function: col_add 

To change the Headlines of each columns or his size look for the comment: “Insert names and size of 

columns” in the code and overwrite where necessary.  

 Headline has to be written between quotations marks “” 

EI_actions,  PD_actions, PD_score, and  PD_security 

The headline of the columns is introduce, for example “Action”, the macro identify what column is and 

introduces in all the cells of that column a list with all the available options. 

That list is referred to a name (name given to a range of cells in a worksheet), all the name are in the 

worksheet Action_EI and Action_PD and can be modified or updated in Formulas-Data Manager at the 

top of the Excel window. 

Format_all 

To change the lay out, columns weight, color, style… of the data imported 

Filters 
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This macro sorts all the data in the same way than query’s (in the folder Querys to import to ClearQuest) 

does: 1- project, 2- state, 3- id. In this way we obtain the same order. 

Also it includes a filter, without any selection, in this way then the user can select the information to 

show according to his needs. 
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How to use 

 

P:\Current project\Defect management\Create meeting minutes 

 

 

In “Start” worksheet you will find 5 buttons: 

 The first two buttons are used to create outputs according the record type: 

 

 

1. Generate output EI for the current date 

An Excel workbook is automatically generated and saved and contains the information extracted from 

ClearQuest about all the submitted and investigated Engineering Issues in Current project. 

You should not use this document like an overview. 

This action only generate the output, in fact the created document automatically will be closed.  

 

2. Generate output PD for the current date 

Similar action to action 1 but contains information is extracted from ClearQuest about all the submitted 

and investigated Engineering Issues in Current project. 

 

 The other three buttons are used to create the minutes, the user can choose if create minutes for 

both EI and PD, or create only minutes for EI or PD. 

 

 A workbook called Participants always will appear with the results, to 

complete with people present in the meeting. 

 

 The workbook, Action_EI and Action_PD, cannot be deleted until 

the meeting minutes has been filled completely, since these workbook are used to create list in 

the cells. 
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3. Generate minutes to fill, EI+PD 

 

Once you click the button a window will ask you twice to choose a document among a list of output 

generated in different dates, once to choose EI output and once for PD output. These documents are the 

result of the action “Generate output for the current date”. An Excel workbook will appear with all the 

information and the columns ready to be filled during the meeting. EI and PD will appear in the same file 

but in different workbooks. This file needs to be saved manually by the user. 

 

 

4. Generate minutes to fill, only EI 

Once you click the button a window will ask you to choose a document among a list of EI output 

generated in different dates. These documents are the result of the action “Generate output for the 

current date”. An Excel workbook will appear with all the information and the columns ready to be filled 

during the meeting. Only EI will appear in the Excel sheet. . This file needs to be saved manually by the 

user. 

 

 

5. Generate minutes to fill, only PD 

Once you click the button a window will ask you to choose a document among a list of PD output 

generated in different dates. These documents are the result of the action “Generate output for the 

current date”. An Excel workbook will appear with all the information and the columns ready to be filled 

during the meeting. Only PD will appear in the Excel sheet. This file needs to be saved manually by the 

user. 

 

 After pressing one of the last three buttons, a message will appear, asking you to confirm if you 

want to delete a worksheet. You have to click on the button “Delete”. 
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ANNEX 2 “New cost reduction ideas” 
 

Maintaining 

 

P:\Concept_Savings\Defect management 

Two folders and one Excel File are available. 

 

 

  

This folder contains several files related to ClearQuest, we can find three subfolders: 

 

All necessary queries for the bins related to the stages Idea and Concept. 

To modify the queries or add new ones: using the client version of the application, you are able to 
import and export queries. 

 

All the outputs generated form the Excel file “Generate overview or Create meeting minutes” are stored 

in this address.  

They are Excel files, and they should not be used directly by the user like an overview. In fact they are an 

output from ClearQuest and an input for generating the real overview with the information already 

extract from the templates. 

 

Here all the scripts and text files used to extract the information from ClearQuest are included. 

 All the files and scripts in this folder “Tool” do not need to be executed directly by the user; the 

Excel file “Generate overview or Create meeting minutes” will call them. 

 Take care when modifying some document names! Then you should update the new address in 

all the scripts. 
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This text file lists the names of the projects included in the overview. It constitutes an input for script-v2. 
Each project has to appear in a new line and with exactly the same name than the related ClearQuest 
bin. 
 

 

This script extracts the information from ClearQuest, by using the projects.txt file as input (used to 

create the query) and the folder “Tool” as output. 

It is possible to change the fields extracted from ClearQuest and the query used  

 It is mandatory to write exactly the fields names in the same as they appear in ClearQuest. 

 

Windows command script to execute the scrip-v2.vbs 

 

  

All the meeting minutes should be saved in this folder.  

They have to be saved manually by the user, once completed after the meeting. 

  

This Excel Sheet contains 2 worksheets: 

 

“Action” contains all the range names and can be modified or updated in Formulas-Data Manager at the 

top of the Excel window. These names will be used in the lists. 

In “Start” the user can choose between 3 options.  

1. Generate output for the current date:  

Assigned Macro: Generate_output 

It is a call to the script CreateCQDump.cmd. An Excel sheet is saved in the folder “Output” including the 

current date in the name.  

If the address of the command script changes, you should update in this macro the new address. 

2. Get an overview 

Assigned Macros: 
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 Overview_general:  

This macro call to all the functions related to the overview (extract information, format, etc.) 

Also the template is included in this macro, actually is a matrix with the desired dimension. 

quantity_info_template = 9   ‘(dimension) 

template(1) = "Description" 

template(2) = "Type of savings [BOM/Ops/Service]" 

template(3) = "Savings per system [€]" 

template(4) = "Labor investment needed [FTE]" 

template(5) = "Material, NRE, Tooling investment needed [€]>" 

template(6) = "Penetration [%]" 

template(7) = "Estimated project duration [months]" 

template(8) = "Technical risk [Low/medium/high]" 

template(9) = "System Configuration" 

If the complete template or some fields change, new names should be included here, always writing the 

new headline between quotation marks “”. 

template(x)=”Headline” 

The information with the dimension is included in the variable “quantity_info_template“. 

If the user wishes to add more fields, should change the dimension writing the new quantity of fields in 

this variable, and then writing the new headlines always respecting the format explained before. 

Also we can find the ClearQuest fields where information will be extracted from, in this case: 

“Description” and “Analysis_Log” 

 Overview_ImportFile 

Used to import the excel sheet saved in the folder “OutPut”. To change the address update in the upper 

line in this macro: 

Const InputFolder = "P:\Concept_Savings\Defect management\ClearQuest\Output\" 

 Overview_format_extracted_info 
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To change the lay out, columns weight, color, style… 

 Overview_insert_columns 

To insert in the new Excel sheet columns to include the information extracted from the template 

 Overview_separate_template 

With this code the information extracted from both Description and Analysis_Log fields in ClearQuest, 

and then the information in the adequate column in the excel sheet is written. 

If the ClearQuest template has been filled in the Description field, the information is extracted from 

there. When the Analysis field has been filled in, the information is extracted from there.However if the 

template has been filled in both fields, the macro will extract the information from both of them and will 

keep the one that has the most template fields filled in. 

 It is important to know that the code recognize each field of the template imported from 

ClearQuests thanks to the «» symbol. 

If the template does not respect this symbol, the code will not identify the fields. 

 

 Overview_Filters 

This macro sorts all the data in the same way as the queries (in the folder Queries to import to 

ClearQuest) does: 1- project, 2- state, 3- id. In this way we obtain the same order. 

Also it includes a filter, without any selection, in this way then the user can select the information to 

show according to his needs. 

3. Generate minutes to fill 

Assigned Macros: 

 Minutes_General 

It calls to the macro overview_general, so all the macros descripted before are execute in order to have 

an overview. 

Then two more macros will be executed, to obtain the adequate columns which will be filled during the 

meeting by the user. 

 Minutes_format_EI 

Columns and headlines are inserted. 

To change the number of columns to insert in the overview, you should change the variable “col_add” in 

the top of the macro. 
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To change the names of the headlines, colors, etc. for the new columns, read the comments in the script 

and change where necessary. 

 Minutes_Action_EI 

Lists are inserted in each cell to choose among several options, to facilitate the work to the user and 

save him time. 

The possible values to choose are written in the sheet “Action” in the same Excel file. If you wish to 

change the names of the options, only overwrite. 

To introduce new ones in the list, change the range in Formulas-Name manager at the top of Excel 

window. 
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How to use 

 

P:\Concept_Savings\Defect management\ Generate overview or Create meeting minutes 

 

 

In “Start” worksheet you will find 3 buttons: 

 

1. Generate output for the current date:  

An Excel workbook is automatically generated and saved and contains the information extracted from 

ClearQuest about all the submitted and investigated Engineering Issues in the bins related to the stages 

Idea and Concept. 

You should not use this document like an overview. 

This action only generate the output, in fact the created document automatically will be closed. To see 

the list with all the defects choose “Get an overview”  

 

2. Get an overview 

Once you click the button a window will ask you to choose a document among a list of output generated 

in different dates. These documents are the result of the action “Generate output for the current date”. 

An Excel workbook will appear with all the information 

 

3. Generate minutes to fill 

Once you click the button a window will ask you to choose a document among a list of output generated 

in different dates. These documents are the result of the action “Generate output for the current date”. 

An Excel workbook will appear with all the information and will include several columns to be filled 

during the meeting. This file needs to be stored manually by the user. 

 

 “Action” worksheet cannot be deleted until the meeting minutes has been filled 

completely, since this workbook is used like input to create lists in the cells.  


